
Has a Perjured Affidavit caused 100,000 evictions? 

Background 

1. I was chairman and CEO of Heritage Plc. I was guarantor of part of Heritage’s debt. 

2. Lloyds Bank allegedly committed a section 47 of the Financial Services Act offence against me 

in order to get me to invest quarter of a million pounds into Heritage on the 10th of August 

1995. Grant Thornton – as reporting accountants (later became administrative receivers) to 

Heritage - produced a report on that day (along with a previous report from GT) which if I had 

seen I would not have made the investment. Those reports were concealed from me until 

1998. (evidence 1) 

3. In July 1996, when we attempted to re-structure Heritage using another firm of accountants 

(Smith and Williams), LB appointed GT as receivers in 2 banking hours over the heads of the 

entire board of Heritage without ever giving a reason. I now assume the appointment was 

made to conceal the s47 offence.  

4. At that time Heritage was within all of its banking covenants. (evidence 2) Nevertheless, the 

bank made the demand on the company which led to a call on my PG which led to my family 

being evicted without ever giving a reason. According to the Law, as a result of this action, the 

bank can make demand and go straight for the Guarantor. This overrules any lending 

arrangement. This is true of any demand the bank wishes to make for the repayment of an 

overdraft at any time. Every borrower using an overdraft is constantly at risk of being evicted.  

5. LB called on my Personal Guarantee of company debt later in July 1996. (evidence 3) 

6. The guarantee-case manager of LB, Stephen Charles Ball, provided an allegedly perjured 

affidavit to prevent disclosure of the alleged s47 offence in my PG litigation. (evidence 4) 

7. SCB said at paragraph 11 of his affidavit of 26th September 1997: “I can only say yet again that 

I do not believe that Mr Lampert has any defence to the Bank`s claim”. The Court of Appeal 

decided that all I had to do was to demonstrate an arguable case. I refer to the Court of 

Appeal’s judgment (evidence 5), which at page 2 bears that out. Mr Ball`s affidavit prevented 

my barrister from being able to show there was an arguable case. Mr Ball did this by claiming 

in an affidavit there was a shortfall in recoveries when there was no shortfall. He perjured 

himself to prevent me from getting to discovery of the two concealed reports. On the 

precedent of this flawed judgment, some 100,000 families may have been evicted, and it is 

still going on today. (evidence 6) 

The cover-up of a s47 offence 

8. SCB claimed there was a shortfall in recoveries of £1.5m. “… there was an anticipated shortfall 

of more than £1.5 million, or three times the amount sought from Mr Lampert under his 

guarantee. As at today`s date, when all the assets (specifically the company`s premises) have 

been sold for the best prices obtainable, that shortfall remains.” Kay Linnell’s, expert witness, 

report confirms there was an over-recovery by GT. (evidence 7) As per point 35 in this 

document, LB admitted in court they did not know the value of recoveries. “…So, the bank 

does rely on this as evidence of what it actually received. Of course, I entirely accept your 

Lordship`s point that that may be different to what Grant Thornton did or did not recover. That, 

of course, we do not know. What we know is what we have received at the bank.” 



9. If I had an arguable case, and therefore had got to the next stage involving disclosure, I would 

have found out about the 2 concealed reports some 18 months before they actually were 

delivered to me. When the concealed reports were revealed, this resulted in an investigation 

by the then Department of Trade and Industry, which involved an outside barrister, who 

advised that it was not in the “public interest” (presumably for the DTI) to prosecute Lloyds 

Bank for the s47 offence. (evidence 8) 

10. The s47 of the Financial Services Act was an unusual law, where I needed DTI`s permission to 

bring an action myself. The DTI appeared not to reach a decision, whether I can bring an action 

myself, and to this day I have been unsuccessful in getting hold of the documentation around 

that non-decision. 

11. The subsequent decision of the Court of Appeal (evidence 5) – based on the allegedly perjured 

affidavit - has been used and is being used by the secured lenders to defeat many guarantors. 

12. The decision being “on-demand” means literally “on-demand” – the court meant 2 banking 

hours.  

13. The decision also allowed the secured lender to go straight for the Guarantor (me), which set 

a precedent that Guarantors can be called on to pay virtually immediately.  

14. At the time of the demand Heritage was within all of its banking covenants (evidence 2).  

15. Experts have confirmed that this precedent has potentially led to hundreds of thousands of 

PGs being called on. “More than a million small business owners have signed personal 

guarantees underwriting their bank loans.” 

(https://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/news/article-5694947/Stop-bank-raid-homes-say-

business-owners.html)As a result people are still being evicted from their family homes.  

16. The two concealed reports resulted in the House of Commons debate 7 May 1999 (evidence 

10) initiated by my then MP, Dr Rudi Vis, which resulted in DTI looking at this matter again and 

finally, deciding not to prosecute Lloyds and GT for the s47 offence. (evidence 9) 

17. GT denied the existence of those reports and they were supported by LB and the ICAEW, who 

also initially supported GT’s denial. (evidence 11) 

Health 

18. Following the HoC debate, LB deliberately targeted my wife, Vanessa and they entered into 

litigation against her as they could not get me to accept their £2m offer. “In the absence of 

any proposals, we will continue with previous strategy of selling the remaining Docklands flat, 

and maintaining pressure to ensure that Mrs Lampert keeps to the terms of the legal 

agreement so that the residential house is properly marketed and sold at a market price to 

allow the bank a reasonable figure from 50% of the surplus above £800k.” (evidence 12) 

19. LB used all available tools (legal or otherwise) to maximise pressure on Vanessa at all times by 

abusing the legal process over our eviction, targeting Vanessa`s chattels, the way LB`s 

solicitors went after her. 

20. There is anecdotal evidence that litigation trauma causes cancer (Vanessa had breast cancer) 

and that breast cancer leads to heart problems (Vanessa had a valve operation). 

The Litigant in Person-route 

 

https://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/news/article-5694947/Stop-bank-raid-homes-say-business-owners.html
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21. In 2001, I appointed a Liquidator to Heritage. LB refused to give consent which prevented the 

Liquidator from discussing the matter with me in all details. (evidence 23) Similarly, LB refused 

to answer questions about recoveries made against my guarantee from my trustee in 

bankruptcy; even though, they had appointed him. 

22. I brought my first action as a litigant in person (LiP) against GT for their failure to deliver the 2 

reports to Heritage Plc and me. The Chief Master granted me leave to Appeal and decided 

another judge may not unreasonably find otherwise. (evidence 24)  

23. I lost on "causation", a concept that I did not then comprehend, relating to Heritage's alleged 

debts. GT had a conflict of interest, retained funds and fiddled inter-company debts, similar 

to their tactics in the high profile Tchenguiz-litigation. 

24. The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England & Wales recognised that GT had misled the 

Court but did not consider material, even though, GT considered the untruth to be “potentially 

dangerous”. Intercompany debt explained Letter from ICAEW to GT. (evidence 13) 

25. In 2007, Ian McCartney, then the DTI Minister, suggested the matter belonged to the then 

Financial Services Authority. (evidence 14) My MP therefore reported the matter to the FSA 

(later FCA), who investigated as to whether Lloyds Bank operate within the Insolvency Law. 

26. In 2008, with Northern Rock changing the whole of the FSA`s priorities, the FSA apparently 

failed to continue to support the investigation. The FSA have provided some relevant 

information, most particularly a briefing note and attachments to their then chairman, Lord 

Adair Turner, prior to him writing to my MP, Dr Vis to the ICO. It is the briefing note and 

attachments that I am seeking. 

27. The current litigation against the Information Commissioner`s Office under the FOIA is in front 

of the Upper Tribunal (ref GIA/3422/2016). 

28. The FCA are not allowing the ICO to release this information to me. (evidence 15) 

29. In 2009, I took the matter to the Met Police claiming >£1m was missing from recoveries. 

(evidence 16) 

30. The Met identified the allegation as perjured evidence, and confirmed they needed a Court to 

instruct them to investigate. 

Recognition/Confirmation of Perjury 

31. This was my first suspicion of perjury. 

32. The perjury would have been pushed on the lowly bank official to keep the s47 crime hidden. 

33. The second hint of potential perjury came in 2012. (evidence 17) Help4LiPs (H4L) employed a 

Knowledge Management Specialist to convey to the Courts what was known and what was 

known when about recovery figures, without “discovery”, and when it was known.  

34. At that Hearing LB entered a misleading order before Mann J. The order was one made by 

Floyd J. Lloyds Bank have been instructed to have it amended and to this day I have not 

received that amended order. 

35. At that Hearing, LB confirmed in court they still did not know the value of recoveries of 

Heritage Plc`s debt, therefore, establishing the perjury committed by their employee, SCB. 

36. In 2016, a Private Criminal Prosecution (PCP) based on perjury committed by SCB has been 

submitted to District Judge Cooper in Bristol Magistrates Court, who refused the application 

referring to lack of necessary "mens rea" established. (evidence 18) I have provided evidence 



of the requested “mens rea” (criminal intent) and DJ Cooper has accepted that matter should 

be referred to him after further investigation by the Police. (evidence 19) 

37. A private investigator of TM-Eye has confirmed, after having taken substantial steps to 

interview SCB, they are unable to find him. FindUKPeople have also been unable to locate SCB, 

if he exists. (evidence 20) 

38. In 2017, the Information Commissioner`s Office (ICO) have confirmed that the reason given in 

2000 for lack of disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 relating to the original 

s47 offence from BIZ is that terminology used when criminal actions are being concealed by a 

regulator. (evidence 25) 

39. The FCA is refusing to allow the ICO to release information to me under the Freedom of 

Information Act 2000 despite repeated requests from the ICO. That litigation continues; it is 

in front of the Upper Tribunal on the 17th of October 2018. (ref GIA/3422/2016) Andrew Bailey 

of the FCA only wishes to know about this matter if I bring the perjury action. (evidence 21) 

40. The First Tier Tribunal decision commented on the requested documents as “Consideration of 

the Closed Material, however, while helpful and informative, has not materially influenced the 

Tribunal`s decision”. 

41. After the bank became aware of the PCP against their employee, SCB, I received a statement 

from them for an alleged outstanding Bridging Loan of £250k plus interest. This was the value 

of the s47 loan to make the investment. When I pointed out to LB's solicitors that I had paid 

all my liabilities, and also subsequently been made bankrupt by them, they acknowledged 

their Statement was a "computer error". (evidence 22) 

Public Interest Conclusion 

42. The fact that PGs have become so toxic due to the banks abuse is now having a detrimental 

effect on the UK’s productivity. 

(https://www.diylaw.co/mad-lemmings-blog/2017/11/20/unproductive-smes-personal-

guarantees-and-bonuses) 

43. Currently, no sensible business person is going to borrow to invest in improving productivity 

when the lender can and does profit by grabbing any security given for that loan, without 

answering to anyone, therefore, affecting investment in productivity. 

44. The fact that this case has enabled lenders to grab security without answering to anybody and 

to by-pass Law in place to protect the family homes of Guarantors is clearly not in the public 

interest. 

45. I believe SCB`s perjured affidavit has caused 100,000 evictions. 

 

Evidence listed above available at  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1U9YKx9YVTnPRtyUWxRV0wkfvAJqn4maY 
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